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Broken Dreams - Tom Bower 2016-11-09
Greedy, vain and ambitious personalities
dominate English football. From the author of

devastating exposes of Mohamed Fayed, Richard
Branson and, most recently, Geoffrey Robinson,
BROKEN DREAMS is a superbly incisive account
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of how self-interested individuals, adopting
questionable and predatory business methods,
are exploiting the sport of football to earn
billions of pounds and huge glory. Focusing on
key figures including Terry Venables, Ken Bates,
David Dein, Harry Redknapp, Rio Ferdinand and
other famous agents, chairmen and managers,
Tom Bower exposes the money, the politics, and
the vicious battles behind the beautiful game.
For the first time a non-sports writer reveals the
vanity and greed which endanger the national
sport.
Damaged Goods - Oliver Shah 2018
"In this jaw-dropping expose, Oliver Shah
uncovers the truth behind one of Britain's
biggest business scandals, following Sir Philip
Green's journey to the big time, the wild
excesses of his heyday and his dramatic demise."
--publisher's web site, viewed 7/11/18
Monsieur Linh and His Child - Philippe Claudel
2011-03-31
Traumatized by memories of his war-ravaged

country, his son and daughter-in-law dead,
Monsieur Linh travels to a foreign land to bring
the child in his arms to safety. To begin with, he
is too afraid to leave the refugee centre, but the
first time he braves the freezing cold to walk the
streets of this strange, fast-moving town, he
encounters Monsieur Bark, a widower whose
dignified sorrow mirrors his own. Though they
have no shared language, an instinctive
friendship is forged; but Monsieur Linh's stay in
the dormitory is only temporary. Sooner or later
he and his child must find a permanent home.
Delicate and restrained, but with an
extraordinary twist, Monsieur Linh and His Child
is an immensely moving novel of perfect
simplicity, by the author of Brodeck's Report.
The Nuclear Barons - Peter Pringle 1983
Sweet Revenge - Tom Bower 2012-04-24
For this definitive biography, acclaimed
journalist and bestselling author Tom Bower was
granted unprecedented access to Simon Cowell
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and those around him—and the result is a
fascinating multilayered portrait of one of the
world’s most intriguing television personalities
ever to dominate the music industry. Simon
Cowell has made an international name for
himself as the no-holds-barred judge on the
television phenomenon American Idol. He’s been
called mean, arrogant, brash, and unapologetic,
but his stinging barbs and smug personality
have also earned him cheers from fans, as well
as millions of dollars, a string of exotic beauties,
and industry clout to develop his own projects.
But Cowell’s true reward is revenge. Sweet
Revenge is the ultimate insider’s account of
Simon Cowell’s rise to fame—even as others
plotted his downfall—from his cheeky exploits as
a British school lad to his failures as a frustrated
young music exec in London to his explosive
rivalry with Simon Fuller over the genesis of the
Idol franchise to the PR disaster that nearly sunk
his wildly successful show The X Factor.
Conducting more than 150 interviews with

industry power players, Cowell’s inner circle,
and Cowell himself on a private jet, chartered
yacht, at his L.A. home, and on the studio lot,
Tom Bower pulls back the curtain on a man who
is at once insecure, ambitious, easily bored, vain,
needy, and driven, a man who will go to any limit
to secure his success. Cowell is also revealed as
a loyal friend and loving son. His father, to
whom Cowell was particularly close, became his
most trusted adviser and mentor. Packed with
juicy details, exclusive interviews, and neverbefore-revealed facts, Sweet Revenge presents a
complete picture of Simon Cowell that few have
ever seen.
Klaus Barbie - Tom Bower 2017-03-21
The true story of one of Hitler’s most feared and
brutal killers: his life and crimes, postwar
atrocities, and forty-year evasion of justice.
During World War II, SS Hauptsturmführer
Nikolaus “Klaus” Barbie earned a reputation for
sadistic cruelty unmatched by all but a handful
of his contemporaries in Adolf Hitler’s Gestapo.
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In 1942, he was dispatched to Nazi-occupied
France after leaving his bloodstained mark on
the Netherlands. In Lyons, Barbie was entrusted
with “cleansing” the region of Jews, French
Resistance fighters, and Communists, an
assignment he undertook with unparalleled
enthusiasm. Thousands of people died on
Barbie’s orders during his time in France—often
by his own hand—including forty-four orphaned
Jewish children and captured resistance leader
Jean Moulin, who was tortured and beaten to
death. When the Allies were approaching Lyons
in the months following the D-Day invasion,
Barbie and his subordinates fled, but not before
brutally slaughtering all the prisoners still being
held captive. But the war’s conclusion was not
the end of the Klaus Barbie nightmare. With the
dawning of the Cold War, the “Butcher of Lyons”
went on to find a new purpose in South America,
just as tensions between the United States and
the Soviet Union were escalating. Soon, Barbie
had a different employer who valued his wartime

experience and expertise as an anti-communist
man hunter and murderer: the US intelligence
services. In Klaus Barbie, investigative journalist
and documentary filmmaker Tom Bower tells the
fascinating, startling, and truly disturbing story
of a real-life human monster, and draws back the
curtain on one of America’s most shocking
secrets of the Cold War.
The Falafel King is Dead - Sara Shilo 2011
A heartbreaking, prize-winning novel set in a
small Israeli town near the border with Lebanon
that depicts with raw power the trauma of living
in constant fear of attack.
Tom Jones - The Life - Sean Smith 2015-03-12
From bestselling biographer Sean Smith comes
the fascinating and tumultuous true story behind
Sir Tom Jones, the nation’s treasure, sage of The
Voice and living music legend.
Woof: A Bowser and Birdie Novel - Spencer
Quinn 2015-04-28
The New York Times Bestselling Mystery There
is trouble brewing in the Louisiana swamp -Downloaded from
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Bowser can smell it. Bowser is a very handsome
and only slightly slobbery dog, and he can smell
lots of things. Like bacon. And rawhide chews!
And the sweat on humans when they're lying.
Birdie Gaux, the girl Bowser lives with, also
knows something is wrong. It's not just that her
grammy's stuffed prize marlin has been stolen.
It's the weird rumor that the marlin is linked to a
missing treasure. It's the truck that seems to be
following Birdie and the bad feeling on the back
of her neck. When Birdie and Bowser start
digging into the mystery, not even Bowser's
powerful sniffer can smell just how menacing the
threat is. And when the danger comes straight
for Birdie, Bowser knows it up to him to sic 'em.
The Journalist and the Murderer - Janet
Malcolm 2011-06-22
A seminal work and examination of the
psychopathology of journalism. Using a strange
and unprecedented lawsuit by a convicted
murder againt the journalist who wrote a book
about his crime, Malcolm delves into the always

uneasy, sometimes tragic relationship that exists
between journalist and subject. Featuring the
real-life lawsuit of Jeffrey MacDonald, a
convicted murderer, against Joe McGinniss, the
author of Fatal Vision. In Malcolm's view,
neither journalist nor subject can avoid the
moral impasse that is built into the journalistic
situation. When the text first appeared, as a twopart article in The New Yorker, its thesis seemed
so radical and its irony so pitiless that journalists
across the country reacted as if stung. Her book
is a work of journalism as well as an essay on
journalism: it at once exemplifies and dissects its
subject. In her interviews with the leading and
subsidiary characters in the MacDonaldMcGinniss case -- the principals, their lawyers,
the members of the jury, and the various persons
who testified as expert witnesses at the trial -Malcolm is always aware of herself as a player in
a game that, as she points out, she cannot lose.
The journalist-subject encounter has always
troubled journalists, but never before has it been
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looked at so unflinchingly and so ruefully.
Hovering over the narrative -- and always on the
edge of the reader's consciousness -- is the
MacDonald murder case itself, which imparts to
the book an atmosphere of anxiety and
uncanniness. The Journalist and the Murderer
derives from and reflects many of the dominant
intellectual concerns of our time, and it will have
a particular appeal for those who cherish the
odd, the off-center, and the unsolved.
The Children of Lovers - Judy Golding
2011-04-07
'The Children of Lovers are Orphans.' Proverb
Bestselling novelist, author of Lord of the Flies,
William Golding was a famously acute observer
of children. What was it like to be his daughter?
In this frank and engaging family memoir, Judy
Golding recalls growing up with a brilliant,
loving, sometimes difficult parent. The years of
her childhood and adolescence saw her father
change from an impecunious schoolteacher to a
famous novelist. Once adult, she came to

understand some of the internal conflicts which
led to his writing. The Golding family life, both
ordinary and extraordinary, always kept its
characteristic warmth, humour, complexity,
anger and love, danger and insecurity. This is a
book about family and parents, about lovers and
their children, and about our impact on one
another - for good or ill.
Tom Hartley - Tom Hartley 2021-03-16
The car world is full of fascinating characters,
but few have a story to tell quite as remarkable
and inspirational as Tom Hartley. Walking out of
school at the age of 11, unable to read or write,
Hartley set up his own business buying and
selling cars. From that moment, he defied logic
and ripped up the rule book on his way to the
top. Today he runs one of the most successful
independent family run performance and luxury
car businesses in the world. He has built up an
unrivalled reputation as "The Dealmaker." Tom
has been at the top for over 40 years, survived
and thrived through four recessions, and
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overcome three life threatening illnesses. In his
own brutally honest words, Hartley tells his
gripping story of a boy from a traditional
Romany family who swapped the classroom for
the cut-throat world of Glasgow's car auctions,
buying and selling his first car at the age of 12.
Having decided to drive himself around illegally,
he was only 15 when he had his first car crash,
and they don't come more spectacular than
writing off a Ferrari Dino - nothing has ever
been normal in the world of Tom Hartley!
Hartley had made his first million by the age of
17, but soon suffered major setbacks as his
business went bust, and he found himself at risk
of losing his sight without major surgery.
Hartley started all over again, living in a mobile
home with his wife and working from the back of
a car. He had gone from hero to zero, but his
burning desire to be the best saw him climb his
way back to the top. His ability to clinch deals in
some of the most bizarre places has become
legendary, like buying a car in a sauna, while

stuck in a traffic jam on a motorway, and even in
a swimming pool! Family has played a key part
in the Tom Hartley story, his wife has been at his
side all the way, and his two sons have followed
closely in their father's footsteps. Indeed Tom's
belief in family is one of the inspiring messages
that comes through. Hartley's inspirational story
is about the unshakeable belief in his own
abilities, from a precocious schoolboy who had a
dream, and then through sheer hard work and a
burning desire to make the dream come true.
This is not just a book for car enthusiasts but for
anyone who has dared to dream. It's a story that
will inspire and motivate, and proves you can
make the wildest dream come true if you want it
badly enough. Tom's remarkable story is written
with the collaboration of journalist Ken Gibson,
for 24 years, award-winning Motoring Editor of
The Sun newspaper.
Fayed - Tom Bower 2001
Mohamed Fayed has become Britain's most
controversial tycoon. Flamboyant and
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condemned by DTI inspectors as a 'liar' and
'guilty of deception on a grand scale', Fayed,
who has always bitterly attacked these findings
has defied his critics and, unrestrained, has
wilfully imposed himself on British public life.
Taking the fiery Egyptian as his latest subject,
Tom Bower has produced an outstanding
biography of compulsive readability whose
authority is enhanced by conversations with
Fayed and over 200 of his friends and enemies.
The tormented and bizarre journey of the poor
boy from Egypt who became the self-proclaimed
king of Knightsbridge is a saga reminiscent of an
epic Hollywood thriller . . . 'A brilliant insight
into the career of a driven man . . . a fascinating
study in ambition' Express 'An unforgettable
demolition job' Guardian 'There is enough sex
and intrigue here for a sequel to the Arabian
Nights' Sunday Times 'Tom Bower has
triumphantly told the truth about an awful man'
Spectator
No Angel * Whs Exc * - T. Bower 2011-10-06

The Secret Garden - Frances Hodgson Burnett
1912
A ten-year-old orphan comes to live in a lonely
house on the Yorkshire moors and discovers an
invalid cousin and the mysteries of a locked
garden.
Gordon Brown - Tom Bower 2004
The gripping inside story of the complex and
ambitious Chancellor of the Exchequer's time in
power.Gordon Brown's arrival at the Treasury in
May 1997 was greeted by a stampede--officials
of every rank spontaneously rushed to the door
to cheer the new incumbent, excited about the
change. As Master of the New Era, Brown
created a matrix of relationships across every
Whitehall department, and extended his
influence to every aspect of government activity.
He has been behind the most important
budgetary decisions of the past decade: the
commitment to Private Finance Initiative, which
would affect infrastructure from the London
Underground to the NHS to state schools; the
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management of the Inland Revenue; the increase
in taxes; and the demise of Britain's pension
funds.Seven years after his arrival at the most
powerful department at Whitehall, Brown is now
a contender to be the next leader of the Labour
Party.
Total Competition - Ross Brawn 2016-11-03
Total Competition is the most compelling,
comprehensive and revealing insight into what it
takes to get to the top in Formula One that has
ever been published. Across four decades, Ross
Brawn was one of the most innovative and
successful technical directors and then team
principals in Formula One. Leading Benetton,
Ferrari, Honda, Brawn and Mercedes, he worked
with drivers such as Michael Schumacher,
Jenson Button and Lewis Hamilton to make them
world champions. In 2017, he was appointed
F1's managing director, motor sports, by the
sport's new owners Liberty Media. Now, in this
fascinating book written with Adam Parr (who
was CEO and then chairman of Williams for five

years), he looks back over his career and
methods to assess how he did it, and where
occasionally he got things wrong. Total
Competition is a definitive portrait of modern
motorsport. In the book, Brawn and Parr explore
the unique pressures of Formula One, their
battles with Bernie Ecclestone, and the cutthroat world they inhabited, where coming
second is never good enough. This book will
appeal not only to the millions of Formula One
fans who want to understand how Brawn
operates, it will also provide many lessons in
how to achieve your own business goals. 'A
must-have insight into the awe-inspiring career
of a true motor racing great' Daily Express
Boris Johnson - Tom Bower 2021-06-10
The Secret Life of Bees - Sue Monk Kidd
2013-05-07
After her mother's death, Lily Owens and her
African-American maid seek refuge from the
racism of their South Carolina hometown with
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eccentric beekeeping sisters in this coming of
age story representing the letter “K” in a new
series of twenty-six collectible editions.
No Angel - Tom Bower 2012
A riveting account of the remorseless rise of
Bernie Ecclestone, the international Formula
One tycoon.
Blood Money - Tom Bower 1997
This work reveals the role played by the Swiss
banks and the Swiss government in exploiting
World War II and the Holocaust to their financial
advantage; a role which included helping the
Nazis to hide and sell their loot siezed from
occupied Europe, and stealing the deposits made
in those banks by Jewish individuals and
organizations. The book is supported by leading
campaigners such as Senator d`Amato,
Chairman of the US Banking Centre and the
Simon Wiesenthal Centre.
It's a Wonderful Woof - Spencer Quinn
2021-10-19
INSTANT USA TODAY BESTSELLER Spencer

Quinn's It's a Wonderful Woof presents a holiday
adventure for Chet the dog, “the most lovable
narrator in crime fiction” (Boston Globe), and his
human partner, PI Bernie Little. Holiday time in
the Valley, and in the holiday spirit—despite the
dismal shape of the finances at the Little
Detective Agency—Bernie refers a potential
client to Victor Klovsky, a fellow private eye. It’s
also true that the case—promising lots of online
research but little action—doesn’t appeal to
Bernie, while it seems perfect for Victor, who is
not cut out for rough stuff. But Victor disappears
in a rough-stuff way, and when he doesn’t show
up at his mom’s to light the Hanukkah candles,
she hires Chet and Bernie to find him. They soon
discover that Victor’s client has also vanished.
The trail leads to the ruins of a mission called
Nuestra Señora de los Saguaros, dating back to
the earliest Spanish explorers. Some very
dangerous people are interested in the old
mission. Does some dusty archive hold the secret
of a previously unknown art treasure, possibly
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buried for centuries? What does the Flight into
Egypt—when Mary, Joseph and the baby Jesus
fled Herod—have to do with saguaros, the
Sonoran desert cactus? No one is better than
Chet at nosing out buried secrets, but before he
can, he and Bernie are forced to take flight
themselves, chased through a Christmas Eve
blizzard by a murderous foe who loves art all too
much. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Branson - Tom Bower 2014
The image remains pristine: a charismatic highschool dropout turned billionaire, whose
stratospheric rise and daring exploits have won
him millions of enduring admirers and made him
a model for aspiring entrepreneurs throughout
the world.But is this story still credible? Over
the last decade, has Branson matched the
expectations perpetuated by Virgin's relentless
publicity machine? Or have we all been seduced
by a brilliant showman? In his most explosive

book to date, Tom Bower, bestselling biographer
of Simon Cowell, Bernie Ecclestone, Conrad
Black and Robert Maxwell, dares to explore the
reality of the Branson empire. In doing so, he
unravels the gripping story of his recent
activities - from the astonishing success of
mobile phones to his troubled airlines and his
long delayed plan to send multimillionaires into
space - and asks whether he really remains
Britain's heroic buccaneer.
Formula One and Beyond - Max Mosley
2015-06-18
Cross Sports Book Awards Autobiography of the
Year For almost 50 years, Max Mosley has been
involved in motor racing, having seen the sport
at all levels: as a driver, a team owner (with
March) and, between 1993 and 2009, as
president of the FIA, motor sport's governing
body. In partnership wih Bernie Ecclestone, he
helped transform Formula One into a multibillion-pound global brand. Now, in this
fascinating and revealing memoir, Mosley gives
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a compelling insight into the sport and its most
influential figures and biggest stars - it is a book
that no fan of Formula One can afford not to
read. But Mosley's story goes far beyond motor
sport, as his life and career have taken him
through an extraordinary range of experiences,
from being brought up as the son of Oswald and
Diana Mosley, who were interned during the
war, and having to deal with the taint of the
family name; through his vital campaigns for
road safety that have helped to save many
thousands of lives; and on to the recent
intrusions into his private life that led to a
famous court case against the Murdoch press. It
is a book that sheds new light on events from
Formula One through to Ecclestone's
controversial donation of a million pounds to the
Labour party. It is packed with behind-thescenes gossip, vital business tips and some
hilarious stories.
Willful Blindness - Margaret Heffernan
2011-03-01

Margaret Heffernan argues that the biggest
threats and dangers we face are the ones we
don't see--not because they're secret or invisible,
but because we're willfully blind. A distinguished
businesswoman and writer, she examines the
phenomenon and traces its imprint in our
private and working lives, and within
governments and organizations, and asks: What
makes us prefer ignorance? What are we so
afraid of? Why do some people see more than
others? And how can we change? Covering
everything from our choice of mates to the SEC,
Bernard Madoff's investors, the embers of BP's
refinery, the military in Afghanistan, and the
dog-eat-dog world of subprime mortgage
lenders, this provocative book demonstrates how
failing to see--or admit to ourselves or our
colleagues--the issues and problems in plain
sight can ruin private lives and bring down
corporations. Heffernan explains how willful
blindness develops before exploring ways that
institutions and individuals can combat it. In the
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tradition of Malcolm Gladwell and Nassim
Nicholas Taleb, Margaret Heffernan's Willful
Blindness is a tour de force on human behavior
that will open your eyes.
Rebel Prince - Tom Bower 2018-03-22
Best-selling author Tom Bower reveals the
power, passion and defiance of Prince Charles.
Few heirs to the throne have suffered as much
humiliation as Prince Charles. Despite his hard
work and genuine concern for the
disadvantaged, he has struggled to overcome his
unpopularity. After Diana's death, his approval
rating crashed to 4% and has been only rescued
by his marriage to Camilla. Nevertheless, just
one third of Britons now support him to be the
next king. Many still fear that his accession to
the throne will cause a constitutional crisis. That
mistrust climaxed in the aftermath of the trial of
Paul Burrell, Diana's butler, acquitted after the
Queen's sensational 'recollection'. In unearthing
many secrets surrounding that and many other
dramas, Bower's book, relying on the testimony

from over 120 people employed or welcomed
into the inner sanctum of Clarence House,
reveals a royal household rife with intrigue and
misconduct. The result is a book which uniquely
will probe into the character and court of the
Charles that no one, until now, has seen.
No Angel - Tom Bower 2011
Private, mysterious and some say sinister, 79
year-old Bernie Ecclestone criss-crosses the
globe in his private jet mixing with celebrities,
statesmen and sporting heroes. Ecclestone's
success has not just been to create a multibillion pound global business but to resist
repeated attempts to snatch the glittering prize
from his control. Ecclestone has never before
revealed how he graduated from selling secondhand cars in London's notorious Warren Street
to become the major player he is today. He has
finally decided to reveal his secrets: the deals,
the marriages, the disasters and the successes
on race tracks, in Downing Street, in casinos, on
yachts and in the air. Surprisingly, he is telling
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his life's story to Tom Bower, described by
Ecclestone as 'The Undertaker' - the man who
buries reputations - and has given him access to
all his friends and enemies. All have been told by
Ecclestone, 'Tell him the truth, good or bad.'The
result is a unique story of a simple, driven man
who unlike shady tycoons offers an intriguing
insight into the sport, business and, above all,
the human spirit. 'I'll accept your facilities,'
Bower told Ecclestone, 'but if I find evidence of
wrongdoing or hear any criticism, it will all be
published.' After a brief moment, Ecclestone
replied, 'Tom, I'm no angel.'
Damaged Goods - Oliver Shah 2018-06-28
'Superb' Evening Standard 'From the glitzy
parties to the threatening phone calls, the
larger-than-life characters to the speedy
downfall, this real-life tale of hubris has all the
elements of a Greek tragedy' City AM
'Entertaining stuff, pacily written. Filled with
colourful characters - and expletives' The Times
'Shah has written a hard-hitting, often funny,

ultimately sobering tale of how fortunes were
made and lost in late 20th and early 21st century
Britain' Financial Times 'A detailed and
entertaining dismantling of the 'king of the high
street'' Guardian 'Some stupid f*cking book' Sir
Philip Green In this jaw-dropping expose, Oliver
Shah uncovers the truth behind one of Britain's
biggest business scandals, following Sir Philip
Green's journey to the big time, the wild
excesses of his heyday and his dramatic demise.
Sir Philip Green was once hailed one of Britain's
best businessmen. As chairman of Arcadia
Group, home to brands such as Topshop,
Dorothy Perkins and Miss Selfridge, Green had
prime ministers and supermodels on speed dial.
But the retail magnate's reputation came
crashing down when Shah, a Sunday Times
journalist, uncovered the methods Green used to
amass his gigantic offshore fortune, and the
desperation that drove his doomed BHS deal. In
2015, Green sold British Home Stores for £1 to
Retail Acquisitions, owned by Dominic Chappell,
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a charlatan who siphoned off BHS's remaining
millions before filing for administration. By the
time it went under in April 2016, BHS had debts
of £1.3bn, including a pension deficit of £571m.
Its collapse left 11,000 employees without jobs
and 20,000 pension fund members facing the
loss of their benefits, prompting the government
to launch an inquiry into Green's sale of the
company. While one of Britain's oldest
department stores boarded up its shop fronts,
former employees and shoppers protested in the
streets and MPs rallied in parliament,
demanding Green be stripped of his knighthood.
The furore over the sale subsided in 2017 when
Green agreed a £363m deal with the Pensions
Regulator, but with revelations surrounding
Topshop's pension deficit now surfacing, could
tragedy strike again? Oliver Shah is the awardwinning Business Editor of the Sunday Times
and one of the most respected national
commentators on business and the high street.
He was named business journalist of the year at

both the Press Awards and London Press Club
Awards in 2017 for his investigation into Sir
Philip Green. Shah studied English at Cambridge
University and journalism at City University
before joining City AM in 2009 and the Sunday
Times in 2010. Aged 34, Shah lives in east
London.
Maxwell - Tom Bower 2020-07-09
Robert Maxwell was one of Britain's most
flamboyant, complex and -- seemingly -- richest
business titans. In this dramatic narrative
investigative author Tom Bower, whose
bestselling biography Maxwell: The Outsider
exposed Maxwell's crimes during his life, reveals
how his secrets caught up with him -- from the
mammoth scale of his hidden fraud, to his
mysterious death off the coast of the Canary
Islands, to the trials of his children as their
empire collapsed. Told with explosive, exclusive
detail, this is the riveting story of a generationdefining web of corruption.
Broken Vows - Tom Bower 2016-09-01
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The Perfect English Spy - Tom Bower 1996
Sir Dick White was Britain's greatest spymaster
for over 35 years. In an unprecedented
succession of conversations over 11 years, White
disclosed and discusssed his career with Tim
Bower. He provides a unique insight into crucial
events & famous spies.
Smut - Alan Bennett 2012-01-03
One of England's finest and most loved writers
explores the uncomfortable and tragicomic gap
between people's public appearance and their
private desires in two tender and surprising
stories. In The Greening of Mrs. Donaldson, a
recently bereaved widow finds interesting ways
to supplement her income by performing as a
patient for medical students, and renting out her
spare room. Quiet, middle-class, and middleaged, Mrs. Donaldson will soon discover that she
rather enjoys role-play at the hospital, and the
irregular and startling entertainment provided
by her tenants. In The Shielding of Mrs. Forbes,
a disappointed middle-aged mother dotes on her

only son, Graham, who believes he must shield
her from the truth. As Graham's double life
becomes increasingly complicated, we realize
how little he understands, not only of his own
desires but also those of his mother. A master
storyteller dissects a very English form of
secrecy with two stories of the unexpected in
otherwise apparently ordinary lives.
The Frozen Rabbi - Steve Stern 2011-01-01
Rabbi Eliezer ben Zephyr is inadvertently frozen
in 1890 and, after being transported to twentyfirst century Memphis, is accidently thawed by
fifteen-year-old Bernie Karp, who begins to
follow the rabbi's teachings with unforeseen
consequences.
Deep in a Dream - James Gavin 2011-07
From his emergence in the 1950s as an
uncannily beautiful young Oklahoman who
became the prince of "cool" jazz seemingly
overnight to his violent, drug-related death in
Amsterdam in 1988, Chet Baker lived a life that
has become an American myth. Drawing on
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hundreds of interviews and previously untapped
sources, this first major biography of one of the
most romanticized icons in jazz gives a thrilling
account of the trumpeter's dark journey. Author
James Gavin delves deeply into Baker's
tormented childhood, the origins of his
melancholic trumpet playing, and even reveals
the long-unsolved riddle of Baker's demise.
Baker's otherworldly personal aura struck a note
of menace and mystery that catapulted him to
fame in the staid 1950s but as time wore on, his
romance with drugs became highly publicized.
Gavin narrates the harrowing spiral of
dependency down which Baker tumbled and
illustrates how those who dared to get close
were dragged down with him. This is the portrait
of a musician whose singular artistry and
mystique has never lost the power to enchant
and seduce.
Bernie - Susan Watkins 2011-03-15
Bernie Ecclestone is best-known as the architect
and figurehead of modern Formula One, but he

has been a constant and often controversial
presence in both Formula One and British public
life since the 1970s. In this exhaustive and
insightful biography, initially written in close
collaboration with Bernie, Susan Watkins
analyses in detail his rise to prominence, from
his early entrepreneurial exploits as a schoolboy
to his position today as a peerless businessman
and multi-billionaire. All aspects of his business
and racing exploits are examined, and
contrasted with intimate insight into his
personal life.
Nazi Gold - Tom Bower 2017-03-21
A “compelling [and] carefully researched”
account of greed, duplicity, and an unholy
partnership between Switzerland and the Third
Reich (The Washington Times). In the third and
fourth decades of the twentieth century, the
European continent fell, nation by nation, to
Nazi Germany’s invincible war machine. But
Switzerland remained neutral during World War
II, taking no side and bowing to no master. For a
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long time after, that was the accepted
history—but it was a lie. Respected British
investigative journalist Tom Bower reveals the
shocking truth about how the government of
Switzerland and the Swiss banking industry
knowingly collaborated with the Reich during
the darkest era in modern history. With the
knowledge and acquiescence of the Swiss
government, hundreds of millions of dollars
stolen from Jewish Holocaust victims—including
gold teeth extracted from the mouths of those
murdered—were systematically hidden away in
Swiss bank accounts. But these crimes did not
end with the defeat of Hitler. For the next half
century, Swiss authorities engaged in a covert
campaign of lies, subterfuge, and corruption to
hide the wealth from its rightful
owners—concentration camp survivors and the
families of the slain—while freely dispensing the
illegally obtained funds to fugitive Nazis. Written
by “one of the finest investigative journalists in
the English-speaking world,” Nazi Gold is an

explosive true account of state-endorsed crimes
and atrocities; of former victims fighting
courageously for their due in the face of
prejudice, hatred, and indifference; and of the
dedicated US Treasury agents who worked
tirelessly for decades to right an unconscionable
wrong (The Washington Times).
AJ - Alan Jones 2017-07-31
Few names in international motorsport are
treated with the same reverence as Alan Jones.
When he speaks, they listen. He is one of only
two Australians to win the Formula One World
Drivers' Championship, and the first driver to do
it for the now famous Williams team. His efforts
brought Formula One to Australian TV screens,
and today he is the voice of Formula One on
Network Ten and a board member of the
Australian Grand Prix. He is also a Formula One
Steward at a couple of Grands Prix a season. AJ
is the son of Stan Jones, the winner of the 1959
Australian Grand Prix, and from an early age he
wanted to follow in his father's footsteps and
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race cars. He started with billycarts in Balwyn
and climbed to the top of the motorsport tree in
Formula One. His career was potted with highs
and lows, the latter coming mainly from a lack of
financial support compared with his rivals. But
when he hit the big time with Williams, he
turned that into the 1980 World Championship
and all the fame and fortune that brought with
it. But he stopped enjoying himself, the cars
were painful to drive and he didn't feel he could
give it his all, so he quite at the height of his
powers. He did return to F1, but he wasn't the
same driver and it wasn't the same team and it
didn't last. He finished his racing career in
touring cars in Australia. His no-nonsense style
brought him both admirers and detractors, but
he always spoke as he saw it. He still does that
today. There are many stories to tell from his
racing career, his personal life and business.
Some stories that only time allows them to be
told.
A Book of Miracles - Dr. Bernie S. Siegel

2014-10-15
Heartwarming and Heart-Opening Stories
Gathered from Decades of Medical Practice
Bernie Siegel first wrote about miracles when he
was a practicing surgeon and founded
Exceptional Cancer Patients, a groundbreaking
synthesis of group, individual, dream, and art
therapy that provided patients with a
“carefrontation.” Compiled during his more than
thirty years of practice, speaking, and teaching,
the stories in these pages are riveting, warm,
and belief expanding. Their subjects include a
girl whose baby brother helped her overcome
anorexia, a woman whose cancer helped her
heal by teaching her to stand up for herself, and
a family that was saved from a burning house by
bats. Without diminishing the reality of pain and
hardship, the stories show real people turning
crisis into blessing by responding to adversity in
ways that empower and heal. They demonstrate
what we are capable of and show us that we can
achieve miracles as we confront life’s
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difficulties.
Out of Focus - Margaret Buffie 2006-09
As her family struggles to get back on their feet,
sixteen-year-old Bernice Dodd has to learn to get
a handle on her rage. Simultaneous.
Blood Count - Reggie Nadelson 2010-10-19
Mid-December 2008. Barack Obama has just
been elected; all New York is ecstatic, especially
Harlem. On a freezing night a few weeks later,
detective Artie Cohen gets a late call from his ex
girlfriend, Lily Hanes, begging for his help. Lily
has been living at the Louis Armstrong
Apartments, one of Harlem's great buildings,
while working on Obama's campaign; now her
Russian neighbor, Marianna Simonova, has died,

and Lily fears she's at fault and needs Artie's
Russian connections. Over a weekend when the
city is locked in by snow and cold, with the
financial markets tanking, one after another
people at the Armstrong die. Artie, out of his
element, a white detective in a black world, is
drawn inexorably into the realm of Sugar Hill
and the Armstrong, where almost everybody
except for the real estate developers seems
locked in the past. Working to solve the
murders, Artie tries desperately to win Lily back.
Blood Count is a murder mystery, a love story,
and a tale about New York, race, real estate,
money, and music, with an ending one could
never predict.
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